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Baggage
Created and performed by Chris Burgan

Untitled Performance
Created by Andrew Kaluzynski and Tennessee Williams
Featuring Keith Eyrich, Andrew Kaluzynski, Clare Kaluzynski and Lynda Kinane.

Quad
By Samuel Beckett.
Directed by Dylan Sanders-Self

Bad Logic
Created by Emma Givens
Text by Chuck Mee
Lyrics by Italo Calvino
Actors: Heather Burns, Eyla Cuenca, Kayonne Hall, Johanna Neufeld
Sound Design: Ben Choiniere
Thanks to Ben Wood.

Keds, Airwalks, Platforms, Roller-skates or Walking: a Happening
Created by Toby Levin

Butoh Mac Wellman: Mr. Original Bugg
Directed by Mac Young
Text: Mac Wellman’s Mr. Original Bugg
Bodies: Katie Miller
Emma Morehouse
Mac Young

Thanks to Jean for guiding us, Frank LaFrazia for the lights, Linda Hurley and everyone who helped us try out our ideas.

Rough for Theatre 1
by Samuel Beckett
Sound and Set Design and Direction by Danny Herter
A: Danny Herter
B: Dylan Sanders-Self

Goodnight Moon
Created and performed by Alex Rosenberg
Thank you: Margaret Wise Brown and my Mom and Dad for always reading me to sleep.

Untitled
Created by Carly Pildis
This untitled piece was created using texts from interviews I conducted with friends at bennington who are suffering from Anorexia Nervosa. I would like to express my gratitude to them. The structure used in my piece was created by Rob Parker. Thanks Rob, this never would have happened without all your hard work. I would also like to thank Noel Kanally, for all the hours he spent listening.

The Garden
Created by Noel Kanalley
Performed by Belinda DeJesus, Lori Gross, Chris Burgan, Carly Pildis, Noel Kanalley
Special thanks to Jean Randich, Leah Wichler, the staff at Crossett Library, and my cast, who’ve all been so patient these last few weeks of term.

Illumination Editors
Created by Genevieve Belleveau
Performers: Kim Bocchiaro, Nicole Czapinski, Keith Eyrich, Chris Helmerson, Nate Luce, Trent Morris, Phyllis Trelli, Alex Ward

Thanks to Jean for guiding us, Frank LaFrazia for the lights, Linda Hurley and everyone who helped us try out our ideas.